Abstract. The variance of a bounded linear operator a on a Hilbert space H at a unit vector ξ is defined by D ξ (a) = aξ 2 − | aξ, ξ | 2 . We show that two operators a and b have the same variance at all vectors ξ ∈ H if and only if there exist scalars σ, λ ∈ C with |σ| = 1 such that b = σa + λ1 or a is normal and b = σa * + λ1. Further, if a is normal, then the inequality D ξ (b) ≤ κD ξ (a) holds for some constant κ and all unit vectors ξ if and only if b = f (a) for a Lipschitz function f on the spectrum of a. Variants of these results for C * -algebras are also proved, where vectors are replaced by pure states.
Introduction and notation
The expected value of a quantum mechanical quantity represented by a selfadjoint operator a on a complex Hilbert space H in a state ω is ω(a), while the variance of a is defined by D ω (a) = ω(a * a) − |ω(a)| 2 . If a is the multiplication by a bounded measurable function on L 2 (µ) for a probability measure µ and ω is the state x → x1, 1 , where 1 ∈ L 2 (µ) is the constant function, these notions reduce to the classical notions of probability calculus. We may define the variance by the same formula for all (not necessarily selfadjoint) operators a ∈ B(H). For a general vector state ω(a) := aξ, ξ , coming from a unit vector ξ ∈ H, the variance D ω (a) = aξ 2 − | aξ, ξ | 2 means just the square of the distance of aξ to the set of all scalar multiples of ξ. (Thus D ω (a) = η a (ξ) 2 , where η is the function considered by Brown and Pearcy in [7] .) We will prove that an operator a is almost determined by its variances: if a, b ∈ B(H) are such that D ω (a) = D ω (b) for all vector states ω then b = αa + β1 or a is normal and b = αa * + β1 for some α, β ∈ C with |α| = 1 (Theorem 2.3). We will also deduce a variant of this statement for C * -algebras, where vector states are replaced by pure states.
Then we will study the inequality
where κ is a positive constant (which may be taken to be 1 if we replace b by κ −1/2 b). If (1.1) holds for all vector states ω, then we will show that there exists a Lipschitz function f : σ ap (a) → σ ap (b), where σ ap (·) denotes the approximate point spectrum, such that if a is normal then b = f (a) (Theorem 3.5). For a general a, however, f is perhaps not nice enough to allow the definition of f (a). Therefore we will also consider stronger variants of (1.1).
For 2 × 2 matrices (1.1) implies that b = αa + β1 for some scalars α, β ∈ C (Lemma 3.2). But for general operators the condition (1.1) is not very restrictive for it does not even imply that b commutes with a. For example, if a is hyponormal (1.1) holds with b = a * . A simple computation (Lemma 4.1) shows, however, that for a vector state ω = ω ξ the quantity D ω (a) is just the square of the norm of the operator d a (ξ ⊗ξ * ), where d a is the derivation on B(H), defined by d a (x) = ax−xa, and ξ ⊗ ξ * is the rank one operator on H, defined by (ξ ⊗ ξ * )η = η, ξ ξ. Thus we will also study the condition
where a, b ∈ B(H) and κ > 0 are fixed. We will show (Theorem 4.2) that if equality holds in (1.2) and κ = 1 then either b = σa + λ1 for some scalars σ, λ ∈ C with |σ| = 1 or there exist a unitary u and scalars α, β, λ, µ in C with |β| = |α| such that a = αu * + λ1 and b = βu + µ1. This will also be generalized to C * -algebras. For a normal a Johnson and Williams [21] proved that the condition (1.2) is equivalent to the range inclusion d b (B(H)) ⊆ d a (B(H)). Their work was continued by several researchers, including Williams [37] , Fong [16] , Kissin and Shulman [23] , Brešar [8] and in [9] in different contexts, but still restricted to special classes of operators a (such as normal, isometric or algebraic). It is known that the range inclusion d b (B(H)) ⊆ d a (B(H)) does not imply (1.2) in general since it does not even imply that b is in the bicommutant (a)
′′ of a [20] . However in Theorem 5.8 we will prove that conversely (1.2) implies the range inclusion if a is a direct sum a 1 ⊕ a 2 , where the commutant (a 1 )
′ of a 1 contains a bounded net of trace class operators converging strongly to the identity, while (a 2 ) ′ does not contain any nonzero trace-class operator. Examples include all normal operators, isometries and cyclic subnormal operators. The author does not know of any operators a, b satisfying (1.2) for which the range inclusion does not hold. The corresponding purely algebraic problem for operators on an (infinite dimensional) vector space V, where B(H) is replaced by the algebra L(V) of all linear operators on V and the condition (1.2) is replaced by the inclusion of the kernels ker d a ⊆ ker d b , has a positive answer [26] .
By the Hahn-Banach theorem the inclusion d b (B(H)) ⊆ d a (B(H)) (the norm closure) is equivalent to the requirement that for each ρ ∈ B(H) ♯ (the dual of B(H)) the condition aρ − ρa = 0 implies bρ − ρb = 0, where aρ and bρ are functionals on B(H) defined by (aρ)(x) = ρ(xa) and (ρa)(x) = ρ(ax). The operator spaces B(H) and B(H) ♯ are quite different (if H is infinite dimensional), so in general we can not expect a strong connection between (1.2) and a formally similar condition bρ − ρb ≤ κ aρ − ρa (∀x ∈ B(H) ♯ ).
Question. Does (1.2) imply at least that the centralizer C a of a in B(H) ♯ (that is, the set of all ρ ∈ B(H) ♯ satisfying aρ = ρa) is contained in C b ?
Using C * -algebraic tools, the above question can be reduced to the corresponding question in the Calkin algebra, and answered affirmatively if a is essentially normal (Corollary 5.11). We recall that an operator a is essentially normal if a * a − aa * is compact.
A stronger condition than (1.2), namely that (1.2) holds for all x ∈ M n (B(H)) and all n ∈ N (where a and b are replaced by the multiples a (n) and b (n) acting on H n ), implies that (1.2) holds in any representation of the C * -algebra generated by a, b and 1 (Lema 6.1) and that b is contained in the C * -algebra generated by a and 1 (Corollary 6.2). In a special situation (when H is a cogenerator for Hilbert modules over the operator algebra A 0 generated by a and 1) it follows that b must be in A 0 (Proposition 6.3). If a is, say, subnormal (a restriction of a normal operator to an invariant subspace), this means that b = f (a) for a function f in the uniform closure of polynomials on σ(a). Perhaps for a general subnormal operator a (1.2) does not imply that b = f (a) for a function f , but when it does, it forces on f certain degree of regularity. For example, if a is the operator of multiplication on the Hardy space H 2 (G) by the identity function on G, where G is a domain in C bounded by finitely many nonintersecting analytic Jordan curves, (1.2) implies that b is an analytic Toeplitz operator with a symbol f which is continuous also on the boundary of G (Proposition 5.9).
Let us call a complex function f on a compact set K ⊆ C a Schur function if the supremum over all (finite) sequences λ = (λ 1 , λ 2 , . . .) ⊆ K of norms of matrices Λ(f ; λ) = f (λ i ) − f (λ j ) λ i − λ j , regarded as Schur multipliers, is finite. (Here the quotient is interpreted as 0 if λ i = λ j .) If a is normal the work of Johnson and Williams [21] tells us that b = f (a) satisfies (1.2) if and only if f is a Schur function on σ(a). In the 'only if' direction we extend this to general subnormal operators (Lemma 5.5), in the other direction only to subnormal operators with nice spectra (Theorem 7.7).
In the last section we will investigate the condition (1.2) in the case when a is subnormal and b = f (a) for a function f . If a is normal, a known effective method of studying such commutator estimates is based on double operator integrals (see [2] and the references there), which are defined via spectral projection valued measures. But, since invariant subspaces of a normal operator c are not necessarily invariant under the spectral projections of c, we will use a different method. In Section 7 we will 'construct' for a given subnormal operator a and suitable function f on σ(a) a completely bounded map T a,f on B(H) such that aT a,f (x) − T a,f (x)a = f (a)x − xf (a) for all x ∈ B(H). For b = f (a) this implies (1.2) and also the range inclusion d b (B(H)) ⊆ d a (B(H)). Thus, by the above mentioned result from [21] even if a is normal the functions f considered here must be Schur. By [21] every Schur function on σ(a) is complex differentiable relative to σ(a) at each nonisolated point of σ(a) (thus holomorphic on the interior of σ(a)) and f ′ is bounded. The construction of T a,f applies to a subclass that includes all functions for which f ′ is Lipschitz of order α > 0; only if σ(a) is nice enough are we able to find T a,f for all Schur functions.
We will denote by S the norm closure and by S the weak* closure of a subset S in B(H).
Variance of operators
Definition 2.1. For a bounded operator a on a Hilbert space H and a vector ξ ∈ H let
Thus, if ξ is a unit vector and ω : x → xξ, ξ is the corresponding vector state on
and this formula can be used to define the variance D ω (a) of a in any (not just vector) state ω. (
then there exist α, β ∈ C with |α| = 1 such that b = αa + β or a is normal and b = αa * + β.
Proof. For any two vectors ξ, η ∈ H we expand the function
of the complex variable z into powers of z and z,
Among the coefficients D j we will need to know only D 2 , which is
Thus, from the equality D ξ+zη (a) = D ξ+zη (b), by considering the coefficients of z 2 we obtain bη, bξ η, ξ − bη, ξ η, bξ = aη, aξ η, ξ − aη, ξ η, aξ .
From this we see that if η is orthogonal to ξ and aξ then η must be orthogonal to bξ or to b * ξ. In other words, if for a fixed ξ we denote
. Since H j (ξ) are vector spaces, this implies that
In the first case we have bξ ∈ Cξ + Caξ, while in the second case b * ξ ∈ Cξ + Caξ. Since this holds for all ξ ∈ H, it follows that H is the union of the two sets F 1 = {ξ ∈ H : bξ ∈ Cξ + Caξ} and F 2 = {ξ ∈ H : b * ξ ∈ Cξ + Caξ}.
Since F 1 and F 2 are closed, by Baire's theorem at least one of them has nonempty interior • F i . We will consider only the case when
• F 1 = ∅ for the other case is similar (except that in the end the observation that D ξ (a * ) = D ξ (a) (∀ξ ∈ H) implies the normality of a is used). We may assume that a is not a scalar multiple of the identity, otherwise the proof is trivial. Then there exists a vector ξ ∈
• F 1 such that ξ and aξ are linearly independent. (Namely, if aξ = α ξ ξ for all ξ ∈ • F 1 , where α ξ ∈ C, then considering this equality for the vectors ξ, ζ and (1/2)(ξ + ζ) in • F 1 , where ξ and ζ are linearly independent, it follows easily that α ξ must be independent of ξ for ξ in an open subset of H, hence a must be a scalar multiple of 1.) Let U = {ξ ∈ • F 1 : ξ and aξ are linearly independent}.
Then for any ξ, η ∈ U such that the 'segment' ξ(z)
for some scalars α(z), β(z) ∈ C. To see that the coefficients α and β are holomorphic functions of z, for any fixed z 0 with |z 0 | ≤ 1 we take the inner product of both sides of (2.1) with the vectors ξ(z 0 ) and aξ(z 0 ) to obtain two equations from which we compute α(z) and β(z) by Cramer's rule (if z is near z 0 ). But from the condition
(a) and (2.1) we also conclude that |α(z)| = 1, hence α must be constant (for a fixed ξ and η). Setting in (2.1) first z = 0 and then z = 1 we get
where the constant α (with |α| = 1) is the same for all vectors ξ, η in an open subset of H. Namely, the coefficients in (2.2) are unique since η and aη are linearly independent for all η ∈ U , hence by fixing η and varying ξ in (2.2) we see that α must be independent of ξ. From (2.2) we have now that (b − αa)ξ ∈ Cξ for all vectors ξ in an open subset of H (with a constant α), which easily implies that b − αa = β1 for some constant β ∈ C.
for all pure states ω on A, then there is a projection p in the center Z of the weak* closure R of A and central elements u 1 , z 1 ∈ Rp, u 2 , z 2 ∈ Rp ⊥ , with u 1 , u 2 unitary, such that bp = u 1 a + z 1 and bp ⊥ = u 2 a * + z 2 and ap ⊥ is normal.
Proof. Since the condition D ω (b) = D ω (a) persists for all weak* limits of pure states on A and such states are precisely the restrictions of weak* limits of pure states on R by [17, Theorem 5] , the proof immediately reduces to the case A = R. Let Z be the center of R, ∆ the maximal ideal space of Z, for each t ∈ ∆ let Rt be the closed ideal of R generated by t and set R(t) := R/(Rt). For any a ∈ R let a(t) denotes the coset of a in R(t). Since each pure state on R(t) can be lifted to a pure state on R, we have D ω (b(t)) = D ω (a(t)) for each pure state ω on R(t) and each t ∈ ∆. Since R(t) is a primitive C * -algebra by [19] , it follows from Theorem 2.3 that there exist scalars α(t), β(t), with |α(t)| = 1, such that
and a is normal.
Let F 1 be the set of all t ∈ ∆ for which (2.3) holds, F 2 the set of all those t for which (2.4) holds and U the set of all t such that a(t) is not a scalar. Since for each x ∈ R the function t → x(t) is continuous on ∆ by [17] , it is easy to see that U is open and F 1 , F 2 are closed.
To show that the coefficients α and β in (2.3) and (2.4) are continuous functions of t on U , let t ∈ U be fixed, note that the center of R(t) is C1 and that R(t) is generated by projections, so there is a projection p t ∈ R(t) such that (1−p t )a(t)p t = 0. We may lift 1 − p t and p t to positive elements x, y in R with xy = 0 [22, 4.6.20] . Then from (2.3)
and (xay)(s) = 0 for s in a neighborhood of t by continuity. Now let c ∈ Z be the element whose Gelfand transform is the function s → x(s)a(s)y(s) and let φ : R → Z be a bounded Z-module map such that φ(xay) = c. (Such a map may be obtained simply as the completely bounded Z-module extension to R of the map Z(xay) → Z, z → z(xay), since Z is injective [6] .) Since φ is a Z module map, φ is just a collection of maps φ s : R(s) → Z(s) = C, hence from (2.5) we obtain α(s)c(s) = (φ(xby))(s). Since c(t) = x(t)a(t)y(t) = 0, it follows that α is continuous in a neighborhood of t, hence continuous on U . Then, denoting by q 0 the projection corresponding to a clopen neighborhood U 0 ⊆ U of t, we have from (2.3) that β(t)q 0 (t) = e(t), where e = (bq 0 − αaq 0 ) ∈ Rq 0 , hence β|U 0 represents a central element of Rq 0 and is therefore continuous. Since ∆ (hence also U ) is a Stonean space and α (hence also β) are bounded continuous functions, they have continuous extensions to U (see [22, p. 324] ). If q ∈ Z is the projection that corresponds to U , then aq ⊥ is a scalar in Rq ⊥ , and it follows easily that bq ⊥ must also be a scalar. So we have only to consider the situation in Rq, which means that we may assume that U = ∆, hence that α and β are defined and continuous throughout ∆. The interior F := • F 1 of F 1 is a clopen subset such that (2.3) holds for t ∈ F . Since the complement F c (= F c 1 ) is contained in F 2 , (2.4) holds if t ∈ F c . Finally, let p ∈ Z be the projection that corresponds to F , and let u 1 , z 1 ∈ Zp, u 2 , z 2 ∈ Zp ⊥ be elements that corresponds to functions α|F , β|F , α|F c and β|F c (respectively).
We note that the converse of Corollary 2.4 also holds, the proof follows easily from the well-known fact [22, p. 268 ] that if ω is a pure state on a C * -algebra R then ω(xz) = ω(x)ω(a) for all x ∈ R and all z in the center of R.
The inequality
Lemma 3.1. For any two operators a, b ∈ B(H) and any state ω on B(H) the following estimate holds:
Lemma 3.2. Let a, b ∈ M 2 (C) (2 × 2 complex matrices), 0 < ε < 1/2, and let α i and β i (i = 1, 2) be the eigenvalues of a and b (respectively).
for all unit vectors ξ ∈ C 2 , then b = θa + τ for some scalars θ, τ ∈ C with |θ| ≤ 1.
(
) for all λ ∈ C, we may assume that one of the eigenvalues of a is 0, say aξ 2 = 0 for a unit vector ξ 2 ∈ C 2 . Then from 0 ≤ D ξ2 (b) ≤ D ξ2 (a) = 0 we see that ξ 2 is also an eigenvector for b, hence (replacing b by b − λ1 for a λ ∈ C) we may assume that bξ 2 = 0. So, choosing a suitable orthonormal basis {ξ 1 , ξ 2 } of C 2 , we may assume that a and b are of the form
Now we compute for any unit vector ξ = (λ, µ) ∈ C 2 (using |λ|
Using this and a similar expression for
which means that the matrix
is nonnegative. This is equivalent to the conditions
(ii) As above, replacing a and b by a−λ1 and b−µ1, where λ and µ are eigenvalues of a and b, we may assume that a and b are of the form
The norms of the new a and b are at most two times greater than the norm of original ones, which will be taken into account in the final estimate.
Thus, denoting by b 0 the matrix
It follows that
The same calculation that led to (3.1) shows now that
for all λ, µ ∈ C with |λ| 2 + |µ| 2 = 1. We may choose the arguments of λ and µ so that (α 1 γ − β 1 δ 1 )λµ is negative, hence the above inequality implies that
Taking into account that α 2 and β 2 were initially reduced to 0 (by which the norms of a and b may have increased at most by a factor 2, this proves (ii).
The approximate point spectrum of an operator a will be denoted by σ ap (a).
we conclude that lim (b − λ n 1)ξ n = 0, where λ n = bξ n , ξ n . We will show that the sequence (λ n ) converges, so we define
Proposition 3.4. The function f is well-defined and Lipschitz: |f (β) − f (α)| ≤ |β − α| for all α, β ∈ σ ap (a).
Proof. Given ε > 0, choose unit vectors ξ, η ∈ H such that (a − α1)ξ < ε and (a − β1)η < ε.
Let p be the projection onto the span of {ξ, η} and let c be the operator on pH defined by cξ = αξ and cη = βη. Then
Let λ = bξ, ξ , µ = bη, η and d the operator on pH defined by dξ = λξ and dη = µη. Then, using the conditions
Now by Lemma 3.1 and Remark 2.2(i) and since d ≤ b , c ≤ a we infer from (3.2) and (3.3) that
By Lemma 3.2 (ii) we now conclude that
where κ is a constant. If (ξ n ) and (η n ) are two sequences of unit vectors in H such that lim (a − α1)ξ n = 0 and lim (a − β1)η n = 0, we infer from (3.4) (since ε can be taken to tend to 0 as n → ∞) that (3.5) lim sup |µ n − λ n | ≤ |β − α|.
Further, if β = α and we put in (3.4) λ n = bξ n , ξ n instead of λ and λ m = bξ m , ξ m instead of µ, we conclude that (λ n ) is a Cauchy sequence, hence it converges to a point λ ∈ C. From lim (b − λ n 1)ξ n = 0 it follows now that lim (b − λ1)ξ n = 0, hence λ ∈ σ ap (b). Similarly the sequence (µ n ) = ( bη n , η n ) converges to some µ and (3.5) implies that |µ − λ| ≤ |β − α|. This shows that f is a well-defined Lipschitz function.
We may assume that a is not a scalar (otherwise the proof is trivial). First consider the case when a can be represented by a diagonal matrix diag (α j ) in some orthonormal basis (ξ j ) of
For a general normal a, first suppose that H is separable. Then by Voiculescu's version of the Weyl-von Neumann-Bergh theorem [36] , given ε > 0, there exists a diagonal normal operator c = diag (γ j ) such that a − c 2 < ε, where · 2 denotes the Hilbert-Schmidt norm. Let (ξ j ) be an orthonormal basis of H consisting of eigenvectors of c, so that
In particular b − d < ε, where d is the diagonal operator defined by dξ j = β j ξ j . Since d and c commute, it follows that
hence also
Since this holds for all ε > 0, it follows that a and b commute. If a has a cyclic vector this already implies that b is in (a) ′′ hence a measurable function of a, but in general we need an additional argument to prove this. Let f : σ(a) → σ ap (b) be defined as in Definition 3.3. (Note that σ(a) = σ ap (a) since a is normal.) Let e(·) be the projection valued spectral measure of a, ξ ∈ H any separating vector for the von Neumann algebra (a)
′′ generated by a and ε > 0. If α is any point in σ(a), U is any Borel subset of σ(a) containing α and ξ U := e(U )ξ −1 e(U )ξ, then (a − α1)ξ U converges to 0 as the diameter of U shrinks to 0. For each U let
Thus, since by Proposition 3.4 f is a Lipschitz function, for each α ∈ σ(a) there is an open neighborhood U α with the diameter at most ε such that
By compactness we can cover σ(a) with finitely many such neighborhoods U αi and this covering then determines a partition of σ(a) into finitely many disjoint Borel sets ∆ j (say j = 1, . . . , n) such that each ∆ j is contained in some U α i(j) . Let e j = e(∆ j ). Now we can estimate, denoting β j = β ∆j ,
(Here we have used the spectral theorem to estimate the term (f (α i(j) )1−f (a))e j ξ from above by sup α∈∆j |f (α i(j) − f (α)| e j ξ ≤ ε e j ξ .) Since b commutes with a, hence also with all spectral projections of a, it follows that
Thus (b − f (a)1)ξ ≤ 3ε ξ and, since this holds for all ε > 0 and separating vectors are dense in H, we conclude that b = f (a). If H is not necessarily separable, H can be decomposed into an orthogonal sum of separable subspaces H k that reduce both a and b and are such that σ(a|H k ) = σ(a). For each k there exists a Lipschitz function f k such that b|H k = f (a|H k ). Since for any two k, j the space H k ⊕ H j is also separable, there also exists a function f such that b|(H j ⊕ H k ) = f (a|(H j ⊕ H k )) and it follows easily that
for all α 1 , α 2 ∈ σ(a) and some constant κ, then for a fixed unit vector ξ ∈ H denote by µ the probability measure on Borel subsets of σ(a) defined by µ(·) = e(·)ξ, ξ . Since D ξ (a) is just the square of the distance of aξ to Cξ and similarly for D ξ (b), the estimate
Finally, since any state ω is in the weak*-closure of the set of all convex combinations of vector states and each such combination can be represented as a vector state on B(H n ) for some n ∈ N, the argument of the previous paragraph (applied to a (n) and
A variant of the above Theorem 3.5 was proved in [21] and generalized to C * -algebras in [9] , but both under the much stronger hypothesis that
for all elements x, where [a, x] denotes the commutator ax − xa. (See Lemma 4.1 below for the explanation of the connection between the two conditions.)
The following Corollary was proved in [9, 5.2] for prime C * -algebras, but under a much stronger assumption about the connection between a and b instead of the inequality D ω (b) ≤ D ω (a) for pure states ω.
If A is prime, it suffices to assume the condition for pure states only.
Proof. The first statement follows immediately from Theorem 3.5 since we may assume that A ⊆ B(H) for a Hilbert space H and each vector state on B(H) restricts to a state on A. For the second statement, we note that the C * -algebra generated by a and b is contained in a separable prime C * -subalgebra A 0 of A by [15, 3.1] (an elementary proof of this is in [25, 3.2] ), and A 0 is primitive by [29, p. 102], hence we may assume that A 0 is an irreducible C * -subalgebra of B(H). But then each vector state on B(H) restricts to a pure state on A 0 , and each pure state on A 0 extends to a pure state on A.
If a is essentially normal, then this implies thatḃ = f (ȧ) for a Lipschitz function f on the essential spectrum of a, whereȧ denotes the coset of a in the Calkin algebra.
Proof. Any state ω on the Calkin algebra can be regarded as a vector state on B(H) annihilating the compact operators. By Glimm's theorem (see [22, 10.5 .55] or [17] ) such a state ω is a weak* limit of vector states, hence D ω (b) ≤ D ω (a). The conclusion follows now from Corollary 3.6. Theorem 3.8. Let A ⊆ B(H) be a C * -algebra a, b ∈ R and a normal. Denote by R the weak* closure of A and by Z the center of R. Then the inequality D ω (b) ≤ D ω (a) holds for all pure states ω on A if and only if b is in the norm closure of the set S of all elements of the form j p j f j (a) (finite sum), where p j are orthogonal projections in Z with the sum j p j = 1 and f j are functions on σ(a) such that
Proof. Note that g(a(t)) = g(a)(t) for each continuous function g on σ(a). We will use the notation from the proof of Corollary 2.4. Similarly as in that proof, the condition that D ω (b) ≤ D ω (a) for all pure states ω on A implies the same condition for all pure states on R(t) for all t ∈ ∆ and it follows then from Corollary 3.6 that for each t there exists a Lipschitz function f t on σ(a(t)) with the Lipschitz constant 1 such that b(t) = f t (a(t)). By Kirzbraun's theorem each f t can be extended to a Lipschitz function on σ(a), denoted again by f t , with the same Lipschitz constant 1. Given ε > 0, since ∆ is extremely disconnected and for each x ∈ R the function t → x(t) is continuous on ∆ by [17] , each t ∈ ∆ has a clopen neighborhood U t such that f t (a)(s) − b(s) ≤ ε for all s ∈ U t . Let (U j ) be a finite covering of ∆ by such neighborhoods U j := U tj and for each j let p j be the central projection in R that corresponds to the clopen set U j , and set f j := f tj . Then
Since this can be done for all ε > 0, b is in the closure of the set S as stated in the theorem.
Conversely, suppose that for each ε > 0 there exists an element c ∈ R of the form c = j p j f j (a), where p j ∈ Z are projections with the sum 1 and f j are Lipschitz functions with the Lipschitz constant 1. Then for each pure state ω on R and x ∈ R, z ∈ Z the equality ω(zx) = ω(z)ω(x) holds [22, 4.3.14] ). In particular ω|Z is multiplicative, hence ω(p j0 ) = 1 for one index j 0 and ω(p j ) = 0 if j = j 0 . It follows now by a straightforward computation that D ω (c) = D ω (f j0 (a)), which is at most D ω (a) by the same computation as in the last part of the proof of Theorem 3.5. Now, since b − c < ε, it follows from Lemma 3.1 that
Is a derivation determined by the norms of its values?
Given an operator a ∈ B(H), we will denote by d a the derivation on B(H) defined by d a (x) = ax − xa. For any vectors ξ, η ∈ H we denote by ξ ⊗ η * the rank one operator on H defined by (ξ ⊗ η * )(ζ) = ζ, η ξ. The following lemma enables us to interpret the results of the previous section in terms of derivations.
* is equal to the spectral radius of the operator
, which is the largest eigenvalue of the restriction of T to the span H 0 of ξ and a * ξ. If ξ and a * ξ are linearly independent, then the matrix of T |H 0 in the basis {ξ, a * ξ} can easily be computed to be
. By continuity (considering perturbations of a) we see that this equality holds even if ξ and a * ξ are linearly dependent .
then either b = σa + λ1 for some scalars σ, λ ∈ C with |σ| = 1 or there exist a unitary u and scalars α, β, λ, µ in C with |β| = |α| such that a = αu * + λ1 and b = βu + µ1.
A variant of this theorem was proved in [9, 5.3, 5.4 ] in general C * -algebras, but under the additional assumption that a and b are normal. The methods in [9] are different from those we will use below. The author is not able to deduce Theorem 4.2 as a direct consequence of the previous results; for a proof we will need two additional lemmas. We denote by a (n) the direct sum of n copies of an operator a ∈ B(H), thus a (n) acts on H n . We will also use the usual notation [x, y] := xy−yx,
Remark 4.3. We will need the following, perhaps well-known, general fact: for any bounded linear operators S, T : X → Y between Banach spaces the inequality
. This follows from [21, 1.1, 1.3], but here is a slightly more direct proof. The inequality (4.2) simply means that there is a contraction Q from the range of S into the range of T such that T = QS. But then T ♯♯ = Q ♯♯ S ♯♯ , which clearly implies the desired conclusion.
The content of the following lemma was observed already by Kissin and Shulman in the proof of [23, 3.3] .
Lemma 4.4.
[23] Let a, b ∈ B(H) and suppose that
for all x ∈ M n (B(H)) (n × n matrices with the entries in B(H)) and all n ∈ N.
♯♯ (the second adjoint in the Banach space sense), it follows from Remark 4.3 that (4.3) holds for all x ∈ B(H).
Suppose now that a is normal and note that (a) ′ is a C * -algebra by the FugledePutnam theorem. Since (4.3) holds for all
H)). Clearly this map is a homomorphism of (a)
′ -bimodules, hence by [32, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3] it is a complete contraction, which is equivalent to the conclusion of the lemma.
Remark 4.5. We will use below the following well-known fact. Given c j , e j ∈ B(H), an identity of the form We refer to [6] or [28] for the definition of the injective envelope of an operator space used in the following lemma. Lemma 4.6. Let R = d a (B(H)) and let S be the operator system
If a does not satisfy any quadratic equation over C then the C * -algebra C * (S) generated by S is irreducible and the injective envelope I(S) of S is M 2 (B(H)).
Proof. Since S contains the diagonal 2×2 matrices with scalar entries, each element of S ′ (the commutant of S) is a block diagonal matrix, that is, of the form c ⊕ e, where c, e ∈ B(H). To prove the irreducibility of C * (S) means to prove that each selfadjoint such element c ⊕ e is a scalar multiple of 1. Since c ⊕ e commutes with elements of S, we have that cy = ye for all y ∈ R. Setting y = ax − xa in the last identity we obtain (4.4) cax − cxa − axe + xae = 0 for all x ∈ B(H).
Since in (4.4) the left coefficients ca, −c, −a and 1 are not all 0, it follows that 1, a, e, ae are linearly dependent. Thus, if 1, a and e are linearly independent, then ae = α1 + βa + γe for some scalars α, β, γ ∈ C. Using this, we may rearrange (4.4) into (4.5) (ca + α1)x + (β1 − c)xa + (γ1 − a)xe = 0.
If 1, a and e were linearly independent, then (4.5) would imply that a = γ1, but this would be in contradiction with the assumption about a. Hence From these two equalities it follows (by putting into the first equality the expression for c obtained from the second equality) that a satisfies the quadratic equation
From the assumption about a it follows now in particular that η = 0, hence we see from (4.6) that e = δ1. But then the identity cy = ye (y ∈ R) implies that c = δ1, hence c ⊕ e is a scalar multiple of the identity. It remains to consider the case when 1, a and e are linearly dependent, say e = α1 + βa (α, β ∈ C). Then (4.4) can be rewritten as
Since 1, a and a 2 are linearly independent by assumption, we infer from (4.7) that β = 0. But then e = α1 and we conclude as above that c⊕ e is also a scalar multiple of 1. This proves the irreducibility of C * (S). Since S contains nonzero compact operators, the identity map on S has a unique completely positive extension to C * (S) by the Arveson boundary theorem [5] , which implies that C * (S) ⊆ I(S). (Otherwise a projection B(H) → I(S) restricted to C * (S) would be a completely positive extension of id S , different from id C * (S) .) But since C * (S) is irreducible and contains nonzero compact operators, it follows that C * (S) ⊇ M 2 (K(H)), hence I(S) must contain the injective envelope I(M 2 (K(H))), which is known to be M 2 (B(H)) [6] .
Proof of Theorem 4.2. If a (or b) is a scalar multiple of 1 the proof is easy, so we assume from now on that this is not the case. If a satisfies a quadratic equation of the form a 2 + βa + γ1 = 0 (β, γ ∈ C), then each element of (a) ′′ is a polynomial in a (this holds for any algebraic operator a by [34] ), hence in particular b is a linear polynomial in a, say b = σa + λ1. Then the condition (4.1) obviously implies that |σ| = 1. Hence we may assume that a does not satisfy any quadratic equation over C. Further, if b is not of the form σa + λ1 (which we assume from now on), then by Theorem 2.3 and Lemma 4.1 a is normal and (replacing b by αb + β for suitable α, β ∈ C) we may assume without loss of generality that b = a * . Denote by R a and R b the ranges of the derivations d a and d b and by S a and S b the corresponding operator systems (as in Lemma 4.6). Since a is normal, by Lemma 4.4 the map
is completely contractive and the same holds for its inverse, hence φ is completely isometric and consequently the map
is completely positive with completely positive inverse, hence also completely isometric (see [28] ). But then Φ extends to a complete isometry ψ between the injective envelopes I(S a ) and I(S b ) (since both Φ and Φ −1 extend to complete contractions which must be each other's inverse by rigidity). Since a (and b = a * ) does not satisfy any quadratic equation over C, these injective envelopes are both M 2 (B(H)) by Lemma 4.6, hence ψ is a unital surjective complete isometry of M 2 (B(H)) = B(H 2 ), thus by [6, 4.5.13] 
for all x ∈ B(H), which can be rewritten as
Thus by Remark 4.5 we see from (4.8) that v, av, 1, and b are linearly dependent. Hence, if 1, v and b are linearly independent, then av = α1 + βb + γv, where α, β γ ∈ C, and (4.8) can be rewritten as
But by Remark 4.5 this implies in particular that ua − γu = 0, hence a = γ1, a possibility which we have excluded in the first paragraph of this proof. So we may assume that 1, v and b are linearly dependent. Then, since b = a * is not a scalar, v can not to be a scalar. Hence b = α1 + βv for suitable α, β ∈ C. Since v is unitary and a = b * , this concludes the proof.
To extend Theorem 4.2 to C * -algebras we need a lemma. 
An inequality between norms of commutators
In this section we study the inequality
where a, b ∈ B(H) are fixed and κ is a constant. For a normal a it is proved in [21] that (5.1) holds (for some κ) if and only if
That for normal a (5.1) implies (5.2) can be easily proved as follows. We have seen in the proof of Lemma 4.4 that for normal a the condition (5.1) is equivalent to the fact that the map
is a completely bounded homomorphism of (a)
H)). Then this map can be extended to a completely bounded (a)
′ -bimodule endomorphism φ of B(H) by the Wittstock theorem (see [6, 3.6 .2]), hence we have
This argument is perhaps easier than the one in [21] , but the argument from [21] can be adapted to von Neumann algebras.
Proposition 5.1. Let R ⊆ B(H) be a von Neumann algebra, a, b ∈ R and denote (a)
for all x ∈ R and a is normal, then there exists a normal bounded (a) c -bimodule map ψ on R with ψ ≤ 4 b such that
Proof. Since (a)
c is an abelian von Neumann algebra there exists a projection E 0 from B(H) onto (a) c which is an (a) c -bimodule map [22, 8.3.12 and 8.7.24] . Let E = E 0 |R and By [23, 6.5] , if a is normal, (5.2) implies (5.1) in any C * -algebra A. The proof uses the special case A = B(H) proved earlier in [21] . We will sketch a somewhat simplified proof of this case, but first we need to recall a fact concerning operators in B(X, Y ), the space of all bounded linear operators from X into Y , where X and Y are Banch spaces. Denote by X ♯ the dual of X and by T ♯ the adjoint of T ∈ B(X, Y ). The following simple fact is well-known (see [21] ). 
Corollary 5.4. Let a, b ∈ B(H). (i) The inclusion d b (B(H)) ⊆ d a (B(H)) holds if and only if there exists a constant κ such that d b (t) ≤ κ d a (t) for all t ∈ T(H).
ii) The inclusion d b (T(H)) ⊆ d a (T(H))
is equivalent to the existence of a constant κ such that d b (x) ≤ κ d a (x) for all x ∈ K(H) or (equivalently, by Lemma 4.7) for all x ∈ B(H).
Lemma 5.5. Let a ∈ B(H) be a subnormal operator and f a Lipschitz function on σ(a). If a is not normal, assume that f is in the uniform closure of the set of rational functions with poles outside σ(a), so that
for all x ∈ B(H), then for each sequence (λ i ) ⊆ σ(a) the matrix Λ(f ; λ) defined by the right side of (5.5) is a Schur multiplier with the norm at most 2κ. (That is, f is a Schur function on σ(a) as defined in the Introduction). Similarly, the condition [b, x] 1 ≤ κ [a, x] 1 for all x ∈ T(H) implies that Λ(f ; λ) is a Schur multiplier on T(H) with the norm ≤ 2κ.
Proof. First suppose that (λ
is a finite subset of the boundary ∂σ(a) of σ(a). Then each λ i is an approximate eigenvalue of a [11] , hence there exists a sequence of unit vectors ξ i,n ∈ H such that lim n (a−λ i 1)ξ i,n = 0. Since a−λ i 1 is hyponormal, (a − λ i 1) * ξ i,n ≤ (a − λ i 1)ξ i,n and as n → ∞
tends to lim n ( aξ i,n , ξ j,n − ξ i,n , a * ξ j,n = 0. Thus, if i = j, then lim ξ i,n , ξ j,n = 0, so the set {ξ 1,n , . . . , ξ m,n } is approximately orthonormal if n is large. It follows that for each matrix α = [α i,j ] ∈ M m (C) the norm of the operator x := m i,j=1 α i,j ξ i,n ⊗ ξ * j,n is approximately equal to the usual operator norm of α. Further, for large n we have approximate equalities
hence it follows from the assumption
This estimate means that for a finite subset λ = (λ i ) m i=1 of ∂σ(a) the matrix Λ(f ; λ) with the entries from σ(a) into the Banach algebra M m (C) equipped with the Schur norm. Since this function is holomorphic on the interior of σ(a) and bounded on ∂σ(a) (by 2κ), it follows that the Schur norm of Λ(f ; λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ m ) is at most 2κ for all λ 1 ∈ σ(a).
In the same way we show that the Schur norm of Λ(f ; λ 1 , . . . , λ m ) is at most 2κ for all λ i ∈ σ(a). Since the bound 2κ is the same for all m, the lemma is proved. If a is diagonal, the proof of Lemma 5.5 shows that (5.1) and its analogue for the trace norm hold for any Schur function f on σ(a). Indeed, if λ i are the eigenvalues of a and a matrix [x i,j ] represents an operator x relative to the ortonormal basis consisting of eigenvectors of a, the inequality (5.1) (and its analogue in the trace norm) assumes the form
Since the obvious projection from B(H) (or T(H)) onto the subset of all diagonal matrices in B(H) (or in T(H)) is contractive (in the Schur norm), we see that (5.6) and its trace analogue are equivalent to the requirements that the matrix Λ(f ; λ) defined as in (5.5) 
is a Schur multiplier on B(H) and T(H) (respectively). But it is well-known (and easy to see) that a matrix is a Schur multiplier on T(H) if and
only if its transpose ia a Schur multiplier on B(H) and then the two have the same norm, hence the two conditions on f are equivalent. For a general normal a and a Schur function f on σ(a), given ε > 0, by the Weyl-von Neumann-Bergh theorem [12, Corollary 39.6] there exists a diagonal a 0 such that σ(a 0 ) ⊆ σ(a), a − a 0 < ε and (approximating f by polynomials)
The same estimate holds also for the trace norm. Thus we may summarize the above discussion in the following theorem most of which was proved already by Johnson and Williams in [21] in a somewhat different way. 
for all x ∈ B(H) and this is also equivalent to the condition that b = f (a) for a Schur function f on σ(a).
If a is not normal, then the range inclusion (5.2) does not necessarily imply that b ∈ (a)
′′ [20] , hence it does not imply (5.1). But we will prove that conversely (5.1) implies (5.2), if a satisfies certain conditions which are much more general than normality.
♯♯ with d a (K(H)) inside K(H) ♯♯ = B(H) in the usual way, it follows that φ := φ ♯♯ 0 is the weak* continuous extension of
′ -bimodule maps, so must be φ by continuity, hence in particular
and consequently d b (R a ) ⊆ R a . Finally, to conclude the proof, note that the assumption R a + (a)
By duality the condition d a (B(H)) = B(H) means that the kernel of d a |T(H) is 0, that is, (a)
′ ∩T(H) = 0. There are many Hilbert space operators a which do not even commute with any nonzero compact operator. This is so for example, if a is normal and has no eigenvalues. (Namely, (a) ′ is a C * -algebra and contains the spectral projection p corresponding to any nonzero eigenvalue of each h = h * ∈ (a) ′ . Since p is of finite rank, ap, and therefore also a, has eigenvalues if h = 0.) For a general normal a ∈ B(H) we can decompose H into the orthogonal sum H = H 1 ⊕H 2 , where H 1 is the closed linear span of all eigenvectors of a and H 2 = H ⊥ 1 . Then a also decomposes as a 1 ⊕ a 2 , where (a 2 ) ′ contains non nonzero compact operators, while (a 1 )
′ contains a net of finite rank projections converging strongly to the identity.
Another class of operators which admit the decomposition as in the previous paragraph are (rationally) cyclic subnormal operators. Such an operator can be decomposed into the direct sum of the normal and the pure part. An operator c in the commutant of the pure part a 0 is subnormal (by Yoshino's theorem [13, 5.4] ), hence normal if compact [18] . But then the (finite dimensional) eigenspace H 0 of c corresponding to a nonzero eigenvalue is invariant under a 0 and a 0 |H 0 is normal, contradicting the purity of a 0 . (A general pure subnormal operator, however, can commute with a nonzero trace class operator; an example is in [38, 2.1] .) By the Wold decomposition an isometry is a direct sum of a unitary and of copies of the unilateral shift, hence, the following theorem applies also to isometries.
Theorem 5.8. Let a ∈ B(H) and suppose that H decomposes into the orthogonal sum H 1 ⊕ H 2 of two subspaces which are invariant under a, so that a = a 1 ⊕ a 2 , where
contains a bounded net (e k ) converging to 1 in the strong operator topology, while (a 2 )
Proof. Since b ∈ (a) ′′ , H 1 and H 2 are invariant subspaces for b, so b also decomposes as b = b 1 ⊕ b 2 , where b i ∈ B(H i ). Relative to the same decomposition of H each x ∈ B(H) can be represented by a 2 × 2 operator matrix x = [x i,j ] and
Thus it suffices to show that for each pair (i, j) of indexes and for each
In the case i = 2 = j this follows from Proposition 5.7. We will now consider the case i = 1 and j = 2, the remaining two cases are treated similarly. From the norm inequality in the theorem we have in particular that
This implies that there exists a bounded (a 2 ) ′ , (a 1 ) ′ -bimodule map
in the usual operator norm), and that X ⊆ T(H 1 , H 2 ) is a nondegenerate right Banach module over the Banach algebra A := (a 1 ) ′ ∩ T(H 1 ) since for each t ∈ T(H 1 , H 2 ) the operators te k converge to t in the trace norm. Moreover, (e k ) is a bounded approximate identity for A, hence by the Cohen-Hewitt theorem [10, p. 108] each t ∈ X can be factored as t = sc, where s ∈ X and c ∈ A. Since φ 0 is a homomorphism of right (a 1 )
′ -modules (hence also of right A-modules), it follows that φ 0 (t) = φ 0 (s)c, hence φ 0 (t) ∈ T(H 1 , H 2 ) (since c ∈ T(H 1 )). Thus φ 0 maps X into T (H 1 , H 2 ) . Moreover, it is easy to verify that the graph of the restriction ψ := φ 0 |X is closed, hence ψ is bounded by the closed graph theorem. Now from H 2 ) ) we infer (by taking the dual maps) that d b1,b2 =d a1,a2 ψ ♯ , whered a1,a2 : B(H 2 , H 1 )/ ker d a1,a2 → B(H 2 , H 1 ) is the map induced by d a1,a2 , hence the range of d b1,b2 is indeed contained in the range of d a1,a2 .
As customary, Rat(K) denotes the algebra of all rational functions with poles outside a compact subset K ⊆ C and, if µ is a positive Borel Measure on K, R 2 (K, µ) is the closure in L 2 (µ) of Rat(K). As before we denote byȧ the coset in the Calkin algebra C(H) of an operator a ∈ B(H).
Proposition 5.9. Let K be a compact subset of C, a a subnormal operator with σ(a) ⊆ K such that a is cyclic for the algebra Rat(K) and let c be the minimal normal extension of a. Assume that σ(c) ⊆ σ(ȧ), let µ be a scalar spectral measure for c such that a is the multiplication on H := R 2 (K, µ) by the identity function z. Denote by p the orthogonal projection from K := L 2 (µ) onto H and assume that the only function h ∈ C(σ(c))
Moreover, if K is the closure of a domain G bounded by finitely many nonintersecting analytic Jordan curves and a is the multiplication operator by z on the Hardy space H 2 (G), f can be extended to a Schur function on K.
Proof. It is well-known that a rationally cyclic subnormal operator a can be represented as the multiplication on R 2 (K, µ) by the independent variable z [13, p. 51] and that (a)
On the other hand a is essentially normal by the Berger-Show theorem [13, p. 152] , hence by Corollary 3.7 and Lemma 4.1ḃ = g(ȧ) for a continuous function g on σ(ȧ). Further, since c is normal and a is subnormal and essentially normal, an easy computation with 2 × 2 operator matrices (relative to the decomposition K = H⊕H ⊥ ) shows that the operator p ⊥ c * p is compact, hence (since also p ⊥ cp = 0) the map h →Ṫ h from C(σ(c)) into the Calkin algebra is a * -homomorphism. Thus it must coincide with the * -homomorphism h → h(ċ) since they coincide on the generator c. It follows in particular thatḃ = g(ȧ) =Ṫ g , hence the operator T g−f = T g − b is compact. But by the hypothesis this is possible only if g − f = 0, hence f is continuous.
In the case a is the unilateral shift, f is a continuous function on the circle and contained in the closure ) . In other words, the annihilator in
the Calkin algebra C(H). If this latter inequality implies that
Proof. The first statement follows from Lemma 4.7. To prove the rest of the proposition, first note that for any a ∈ B(H) and a functional ρ ∈ C a the normal part ρ n and the singular part ρ s are both in C a . (Indeed, from Proof. By Lemma 4.7 and Corollary 5.2 d˙b(C(H)) ⊆ dȧ(C(H)). Now Proposition 5.10 completes the proof.
Commutators and the completely bounded norm
In this section we will study stronger variants of the condition [b, x] ≤ [a, x] (x ∈ B(H)) in the context of completely bounded maps.
for every unital * -representation π : A → B(H π ) of the C * -algebra A generated by 1, a and b.
and let π n and π s be the representations of A defined by π n (a) = π(a)|H n and π s (a) = π(a)|H ⊥ n (a ∈ A), so that π = π n ⊕ π s . By basic theory of representations of C * -algebras of compact operators π n is a subrepresentation of a multiple id (m) of the identity representation. By Voiculescu's theorem ( [35] , [4] ) the representation π ⊕id is approximately unitarily equivalent to π n ⊕id, hence π ⊕id is approximately unitarily equivalent to a subrepresentation of id (m+1) . It follows easily from (6.1) that (6.2) holds for any multiple of the identity representation in place of π, hence it must also hold for any subrepresentation ρ of id (m+1) (to see this, just take in (6.2) for x elements that live on the Hilbert space of ρ). But then it follows from the approximate equivalence that the condition (6.2) holds for π ⊕ id in place of π, hence also for π itself.
In general, when H π is not necessarily separable, H π decomposes into an orthogonal sum ⊕ i∈I H i of separable invariant subspaces for π(A). Let us say that a completely contractive Hilber module over an operator algebra A (that is, a Hilbert space on which A has a completely contractive representation) is a cogenerator if every completely contractive Hilbert A-module is contained (completely isomorphically) in a multiple of H (that is, in a direct sum of copies of H). Here by an operator algebra we will always mean a norm complete algebra of operators on a Hilbert space. Proof. Let π be the universal representation of the C * -algebra A generated by 1, a and b. Then H π (the Hilbert space of π) is a cogenerator for A 0 , hence by the Blecher-Solel bicommutation theorem (see [6, 3.2.14] For a general subnormal operator a the condition (6.1) (in contrast to its more involved version (6.3)) does not imply that b is in the uniform closure of polynomials in a, however the author does not know if it implies that b is of the form b = f (a) for some more general function f .
Problem. If in (6.1) a is subnormal, is then b necessarily of the form b = f (a) for some function f ? Is b necessarily subnormal?
Commutators of functions of subnormal operators
In this section we will show for a subnormal operator a and a sufficiently regular function f an estimate of the form
By Lemma 5.5 such an estimate can hold only for Schur functions, but we are able to prove (7.1) for all Schur functions only if σ(a) is nice (Theorem 7.7). It follows from the proof in [21, Theorem 4.1] that a Schur function f is complex differentiable in the sense that the limit f ′ (ζ 0 ) = lim ζ→ζ0, ζ∈σ(a) (f (ζ) − f (ζ 0 ))/(ζ − ζ 0 ) exists at each non-isolated point of σ(a). Moreover, from the Lipschitz condition on f we see that f ′ is bounded. However, the boundedness of f ′ is not sufficient for f to be a Schur function. When a is selfadjoint it is proved in [21, 5.1 ] that (7.1) holds if f (3) is continuous. We will prove (7.1) for subnormal a under a much milder condition on f (for example, f ′ Lipschitz suffices), but perhaps when a is normal our condition on f is more restrictive than Peller's condition that f is a restriction of a function from the appropriate Besov space (see [30] and [2] ).
We will start from the special case of the Cauchy-Green formula
which holds for a compactly supported differentiable function g such that ∂g is bounded. Here m denotes the planar Lebesgue measure and ∂g = (1/2)( ∂g ∂x + i ∂g ∂y ). (The proof in [31, 20.3] is valid for functions with the properties just stated.) We note that an operator calculus based on the Cauchy-Green formula was developed by Dynkin [14] , however we will need rather different results, specific to subnormal operators.
Lemma 7.1. If a ∈ B(H) is a subnormal operator and g : C → C is a differentiable function with compact support such that ∂g is bounded and ∂g|σ(a) = 0, then
Proof. Let c ∈ B(K) be the minimal normal extension of a, e the projection valued spectral measure of c, K = σ(a) and H = {ζ : ∂g(ζ) = 0}. For η ∈ H and ξ ∈ K denote by µ the measure e(·)η, ξ . Then by the spectral theorem g(c) =
For all ξ ∈ H ⊥ the last integrand is 0 since (ζ1 − a) −1 η ∈ H, hence g(c)η ∈ H. Thus H is an invariant subspace for g(c) and the usual definition of g(a), namely g(a) := g(c)|H (see [13, p. 85] ), is compatible with (7.3). To justify the interchange of order of integration in the above computation, let M = sup ζ∈C |∂g(ζ)| and let R be a constant larger than the diameter of the set H − K, so that for each λ ∈ K the disc D(λ, R) with the center λ and radius R contains H. Introduce the polar coordinates by ζ = λ + re iφ . Then by Fubini's theorem
Now, if a and g are as in Lemma 7.1 and if b = g(a), we may compute formally for each x ∈ B(H)
The problem here is, of course, the existence of the integral in (7.4) . We have to show that the map
is a bounded sesquilinear form on H. The following lemma will be helpful.
Lemma 7.2. Let a, g and K := σ(a) be as in Lemma 7.1. If
then the sesquilinear form defined by (7.5) is bounded by 2 π x κ. Proof. For any t > 0, using first the Schwarz inequality and then the inequality αβ ≤ 1 2 (t 2 α 2 + t −2 β 2 ) (α, β ≥ 0) to estimate the inner product in the integral in (7.5), we see that the integral in (7.5) is dominated by
Using the notation from the proof of Lemma 7.1 (with µ(·) := e(·)ξ, ξ ) and (7.6), we have
Since a similar estimate holds with η in place of ξ, it follows that
Taking the infimum over all t > 0 we get 
for some positive constants α and β, with ∂g|K = 0. In this case the integral (7.6) may be estimated by noting that the Lipschitz condition (together with ∂g|K = 0) implies that |∂g(ζ)| ≤ βδ(ζ, K) α , where δ(ζ, K) is the distance from ζ to K. Let R > 0 be so large that for each λ ∈ K the closed dics D(λ, R) with the center λ and radius R contains H. Introducing the polar coordinates by ζ = λ + re iφ , for each λ ∈ K we have
exists for each (nonisolated) ζ 0 ∈ K and if there exists a constant κ > 0 such that
We need the following consequence of the Whitney extension theorem.
Lemma 7.5. Each f ∈ L(1 + α, K) can be extended to a continuously differentiable function g with compact support such that ∂g is a Lipschitz function of order α and ∂g(ζ) = 0 if ζ ∈ K (even though K may have empty interior).
Proof. It suffices to extend f to a differentiable function g with Lipschitz ∂g and ∂g, for then we simply multiply g by a smooth function with a compact support which is equal to 1 on K. Let ζ = x + iy, f = f 1 + if 2 and f ′ (ζ) = h 1 (ζ) + ih 2 (ζ), where f 1 , f 2 and h 1 , h 2 are real valued functions on K. It follows from (7.8) and (7.9) that for any ζ, ζ 0 ∈ K
, where R and R j are function satisfying |R(ζ,
By the Whitney extension theorem [33, p. 177] f 1 can be extended to a differentiable function g 1 on C such that the partial derivatives of g 1 are Lipschitz of order α and (7.10)
Similarly f 2 can be extended to an appropriate function g 2 such that
Then g := g 1 + ig 2 is a required extension of f since (7.10) and (7.11) imply that ∂g = 0 on K.
In all of the above discussion in this section we may replace a by a (∞) acting on H ∞ , which implies that the map T a,f defined by (7.4) is completely bounded and, taking in (7.5) ξ and η to be in H ∞ , we see that (7.12)
for each ρ = η ⊗ ξ * in the predual of B(H), where
A similar computation as in the proof of Lemma 7.2 shows that the last integral exists and that (T a,f ) ♯ (ρ) ≤ const. ρ . Therefore we conclude that T a,f is weak* continuous. Further, if S is any weak* continuous (a) ′ -bimodule endomorphism of B(H), then S commutes in particular with multiplications by (ζ1 − a) −1 and using (7.12) it follows that S commutes with T a,f . Collecting all the above results, we have proved the following theorem. If the set of completely bounded maps T r on B(H) (0 < r < 1) is bounded, then it has a limit point, say T , in the weak* topology (which the space of all completely bounded maps on B(H) carries as a dual space, see e.g. [6, 1.5.14 (4)]). T commutes with left and right multiplications by elements of (a) ′ (since all T r do). From (7.13) and (7.14) we see that The same holds for a (n) in place of a and x ∈ M n (B(H)), hence in particular (7.1) holds. To estimate the norms of the maps T r , let c on K ⊇ H be the unitary power dilation of a (so that a n = pc n |H for all n ∈ N, where p is the orthogonal projection from K onto H, see e.g. [18] or [28] ). Let S r be the map on B(K) defined in the same way as T r , that is, in the second formula in (7.14) we replace a by c. Then (since f r can be approximated uniformly by polynomials) T r (x) = pS r (x)|H for each x ∈ B(H), where x is regarded as an operator on K by setting x|H ⊥ = 0. Hence T r ≤ S r . In the special case when c is diagonal (relative to some orthonormal basis of K) with eigenvalues λ i and x = [x i,j ], a simple computation shows that S r (x) is represented by the matrix [ f (λi)−f (λj ) λi−λj x i,j ] (where the quotient is taken to be 0 if λ i = λ j ). Hence in this case S r ≤ κ since f is a Schur function. Since any normal perator c can be approximated uniformly by diagonal operators, the same estimate must hold for all such c with σ(c) ⊆ D. A similar reasoning applies also to the completely bounded norm, hence it follows that sup 0<r<1 T r cb < ∞.
Let us now consider the case when σ(a) is the closure of its interior U and U is simply connected. Let h be a conformal map from D onto U . If the boundary ∂σ(a) of σ(a) is sufficiently nice, say a Jordan curve of class C 3 , then h can be extended to a bijection, denoted again by h, from D onto U = σ(a), such that h and h x] ). Now the map T is not a priori normal, but it can be replaced by its normal part T n in (7.15), hence we may achieve that T is normal. By Theorem 7.6 there exists a completely bounded (a) In general, the Lipschitz type condition in Theorem 7.6 can be replaced by a similar, but less restrictive condition, which involves a regular modulus of continuity ω in the sense of [33, p. 175 ] (instead of just ω(t) = t α ) such that 1 0 ω(r)/r dr < ∞. (There exists an appropriate version of Whitney's extension theorem [33, p. 194] .) But probably even this is to restrictive, for we do not need any requirements about ∂g of the extension g (only requirements about ∂g). Thus, at least in cases when K has a nice boundary, it is worthwhile to try a more direct way of extending functions. We will only consider the case K ⊆ R, from which the result can be generalized to sets bounded by sufficiently regular Jordan curves. The condition (7.16) holds in particular if
where
Proof. An extension g of f satisfying ∂g|R = 0 is given by g(ζ) = f (x) + iyf ′ (x), where ζ = x + iy. However, for this g to be differentiable we must assume that f is twice differentiable. To avoid this additional assumption on f , let φ : R → R be a smooth function with support in [−1, 1] such that R φ(x) dx = 1, φ y (x) := y −1 φ(y −1 x), and let 
Denoting ψ(s) = sφ(s) and noting that R φ ′ (s) ds = 0 = R ψ ′ (s) ds (since φ and ψ have compact support) and R φ(s) ds = 1, 2∂g 0 (ζ) can be rewritten as
it would be interesting to know if the condition (7.16) allows compactly supported functions which are not in B 1 ∞,1 (R).
